LAVENDER BATH AND BODY
PRODUCTS

WWW.FULLCIRCLEFARMS.BIZ

P.O. Box 1854
Allen , Texas 75013

Phone: 972-658-9427 / 9429
E-mail: fullcirclefarms@yahoo.com
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Full Circle Farms is an actual farm located in North
Texas. Situated on twelve acres is southwest Fannin
County, the farm is a U-Pick-It business which makes
blackberries, blueberries, lavender and vegetables
available to the general public. The product of a mutual dream shared by Keith and Marti Mumaw along
with A.E. “Butch” Plumb, Marti’s big brother. Full
Circle Farms is designed for family fun and enjoyment.
At some point in the future, there are plans for a winery to take the Black Spanish, Merlot and Blanc Dubious grapes grown at the farm and turn them into a
magic nectar to be shared by all of legal age.

LAVENDER GIFT BASKET
Designed to allow you the opportunity to share with
friends and loved ones the soothing characteristics of
Lavender, our gift basket contains 8 oz bottles of our
Lavender Hand and Body Lotion, Lavender Calming
Mist and our 4 oz Lavender Bath Salts along with a
small Lavender sachet. This gift basket is sure to give
lasting and soothing enjoyment to all who receive it.

Gift Basket

As with all of the products produced at the farm, our
lavender body products are of the highest quality
and give those who purchase them, a soothing of the
body and mind, the way that only Lavender was
made to do.
We hope that you enjoy our products and want you
know that we are always open to suggestions, comments and of course complaints.
Thank you for being part of our family!
Keith and Marti Mumaw

$29.95

LAVENDER SACHET
Let our Lavender Sachet lend a soothing scent to your
drawers and closets. These bags make a prefect gift
and be given year round.

4” x 4” Lavender Sachet
$3.95
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LAVENDER BATH SALTS
Made from Sea Salt, Kosher Salt, Epson Salt and the
essential oil from the Lavender buds, our bath salts are
blended to give you an optimum aromatic and prebedtime experience that leaves you wanting more.

LAVENDER SCENTED HAND & BODY
LOTION
Made with Avocado Oil, Aloe Vera, Shea Butter and
Jojoba Oil, our Lavender hand and body lotion helps
protect your skin and offers a soothing fresh scent to
while away your troubles.

4 oz. Jar

$6.95

10 oz Jar

$12.95

LAVENDER SAMPLER BAG

2 oz bottle

$4.95

8 oz bottle

$12.95

LAVENDER SCENTED LIQUID SOAP

The Lavender Sampler Bad is a combination of our 2 oz
bottles of Hand and Body Lotion, Hand Sanitizer, Liquid
Soap, Massage Oil and Calming Mist, all in a handy zipper travel bag allowing for easy transport in your per-

Use or Lavender Liquid Soap to help clean your hands
while soothing away your troubles with scent of

sonal handbag or travel kit.

Lavender .

Sampler Bag $19.95

2 oz bottle

$4.95

8 oz bottle

$12.95
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LAVENDER HAND SANITIZER

LAVENDER SCENTED CALMING MIST
Made with distilled water and the essential oil from

More then any other time in our lives, we live in a soci-

Lavender buds, our Calming Mist helps calm and sooth

ety where germs run rampant. From public restrooms

the world around you. Our spray can be used on pil-

to the handles on shopping cart, we are constantly ex-

lows to aid in sleeping, as a skin spray or as an air

posed to germ laidened environments. Our lavender

fresher. But however used, it is sure to sooth the hec-

hand sanitizer will help protect your world.

tic world around you.

2 oz bottle

$4.95

8 oz bottle

$10.95

2 oz bottle

$4.95

8 oz bottle

$12.95

LAVENDER ESSENTIAL OIL

LAVENDER MASSAGE OIL
How many times have you wanted your partner to massage your shoulders or neck? With our Lavender Mas-

.

100% Pure Lavender Oil

sage Oil, those moments might be more frequent then
before. With our blend of pressed Grape Seed oil and
Lavender Oil, a soothing experience and a good’s night
sleep await you.

2 oz bottle

$4.95

8 oz bottle

$12.95

2 oz Oil

$18.95

